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The Possible lnertias for a 
Hermitian Matrix and its Principal Submatrices* 
.\HSTR.\(:T 
Definition: A Hennitian matrix H is a Iferrrrititrn extrn,sion of a given set of 
Hernlitian ltlatrices ( H,, , i = 1,. , rn } if these {[I,, } are the block diagonals of II. 
Let ( 75. I’, , 6, ) = In If,,) the inertia of each H,,. Special case: Given Hermitian 
n&rices ( ll,, , i = 1,. , m } and given nonnegative integers 7f, I’, and S such tlrat 
the11 a Hernritian extension H exists such that 
Ker Ii 3 $ Ker tt,, ad II1 If = ( 71, Y , 6 ) 
if and only if 
We also present a simple extension theorem for the general case (Ker tt d CB Ker It,, ). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The plu-pose of this paper is to construct Hermitian matrices with 
prescriljed inert& and a prescribed block diagonal. A result is a list of the 
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possible inertias of all the Hermitian matrices, with a given block diagonal, in 
ternis of the inertias of the (given disjoint) blocks on the diagonal. This paper 
is a proof of Theorem 1.3, which appears after we state two extreme cases. 
GENERAL HYPOTHESES. Given positive integers In, n,, n2,. . , n ,,,, n = 
lb,, and r, v, 6 such that n = 7~ + v + 6. Given n, X n, Hermitian matrices 
Iill, i = 1,2,. , m. Let (T,, v,, 6,) = In II,, denote the inertia of each Ii,,, 
that is, the nlmhers of positive, negative, and zero eigenvalues of Ii,,. 
DEFINITION. An n X n Hermitian matrix H is a Hr~~~itirm cxtmsio~~ of 
the (given) { If,, } if H may be written as an m X m block matrix H = ( N, j ) 
SII& that each X,, = H,;. 
Let (r, v,6) = In H. 
G~~oLLARY 1.1. A Hermitian extension H of { H,, ) exists swlr that 
I), 
KerH 1 @ KerH,, 
I=1 
,,I 
82 Es;, Tarnax ) and v 3 max v, 
I=1 
DEFINITION. We consider the domain of H as the direct sum C” = @ C”,, 
where C”l is the domain of Hij. We will associate each C”, with 0 @C”r @ 0 C 
C”. The subspace Vi c Ker Hji that is preserved by an extension H is 
V, = Ker HIC”’ 
GO~OLLARY 1.2. A Hennitiun extension H of { H,,} rcGts which pw- 
.swz‘w tw .ouhspc~ccs of {Ker H,, ), that is, 
KerHIC”, = 0, i=1,2 >...a m, 
if trtd only if 
v 2 max( T, + 6, ) and v > max( v, + 6, ) and 6 > 0. 
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11~ iru>qutllities for 7, v, and 6 in the general case (l’hcorem 1.:3) will 
fill1 Iwt~cc~w tlw “extreme ” inequdities of Corollaries 1.1 and 1.2. 
EXTENSION THEOREM 1.3. Choose subspaces V, c Ker H,,; let d, = DimV,. 
A Hermitian extension H of { H,i } exists which preserves 
V, c KerHfi, i=1,2 ,,.., m, 
6 2 Cd,, 77 2 max( 75; + 6, - cl,), (~1 v 3 max( v, + S, - (1, ). 
LEMMA 1.4. Let H,, be any principal submatrix of my Hermitian matrix 
Il. Strppo,~ thclt In H = (VT=, v, 8) and In H,, = (VT,, v,, 8, ). Let 
l‘lrc~l1 
d = Dim Ker( H Idomain of H,, ). 
71 >, 77, +  6, - cl and v > v, + S, - (1. 
k&hlARK. Lemma 1.4 is the main result of our paper [4]. 
Proof of the “only if” part. That the s&spaces {V, } are preserved in the 
kernel of If implies that the direct sum 
@ V,cKerH. 
Therefore, 
6 = DimKerH > CDimV, = cd,. 
The other irleqnalities 
~>max(a,+Si-cZ,) and v>max(v,+6,-~1,) 
were established by Lemma 1.4. 
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KEMARK. The “only if” part of Corollary 1.2 is a corollary of Lemma 1.4. 
The “only if” part of Corollary 1.1 is a simple consequence of Cauchy’s 
interlacing inequalities. 
NOT.4TlON. A vector or a matrix diagonal v E { - l,O, 1)” shall mean 
that r l R” and the entries of t’ all come from the set { - l,O, 1:. 
EXISTENUZ THEOREM 1.5. Given positive integers m, n,, n2,. . . , n,,, und 
II = E’,‘i; , II,: given diugonul mntrices D,, D,, . . . , D,,,, such thut the main 
dingot~c~l of euch D, is in ( - l,O, 1)“). Let (T,, u,,ai) = In D,. Given non- 
ncyytict~ irztc,gers T, v, und S such thut 
a+v+S=n, 
7~ > T; + Si and v > v, + 6,) i = 1,2 ,..., hr. 
7’1~~1 tlu~r~~ is (I real symmetric matrix M which is u Hennitiun extension of 
tlw ( Ll, ) .swh tlwt 
(i) In M = ( TT, v, 8); 
(ii) when we consider R” as the direct sum R” = @ R”t, then Ker M(R”j 
zzz 0. 
KEMARK. This theorem is a special case of Corollary 1.2. 
This paper was inspired by the related results of Bryan Cain and E. 
Marques de SL in [2] and [3]. Th elr main result is Theorem 2.1 of [3], which 
we will quote as Theorem 11.4. 
Professor Cain’s proof starts with the case nr = 2, that is, only two 
Hermitian blocks H,, and H,, are given. This two-block case is the main 
resiilt of Cain and Marques de Sa’s paper [2]. This paper [2] uses results on 
the Schur complement and results from Marques de Sh’s paper [l]. 
It is possible that our Corollary 1.1 may also be a consequence of their 
work (Theorem 11.4.) 
These papers, (11, [2], [O] are not prerequisites for reading this paper. 
Corollary 1.1 with S = 0 is a special case of Corollary 6 of [5]. 
CONTENTS. In Sections 2, 3, 4, and 5 we will establish many special 
cases of the Existence Theorem 1.5 when all the D, are just 1 X 1 matrices. 
The results of Sections 2, 3, 4, and 5 are summarized as Lemma 1.7. In 
Sections 6, 7, and 8 we will use all these special cases in order to establish the 
Existence Theorem 1.5. In Section 9, we will use the Existence Theorem 1.5 
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ill order to establish the “if” part of Corollary 1.2. In Section 10, we will use 
(corollary 1.2 in order to establish the “if” part of Extension Theorem 1.:3. In 
Sectiolj 11, we will present a simple proof of Condition III, parts (:3) and (4), 
of Hryan Cain’s Theorem 11.4. 
NOT.ITI~N. We will let M( r, s, t; r, u, 6) denote a real symmetric matrix 
\vhose main diagonal is r ones, s minus ones, and t zeros and whose inertia is 
( T. I’. S ) (these matrices will be listed in Sections 2, *3, 4 and 5). Also, these 
nlatrices will have no zero rows and will satisfy (when rs > 0) a special zero 
condition to be stated later. 
HEMARK 1.6. This notation is consistent with some arithmetic, namely, 
- lu( r, 9, t; 7r, y, 6) = M( 9, r, t: v, 71, S ), (1.1) 
~IKI for the direct sum 
NOTATION. O't'x", l"'x", and 2”‘x” will denote n1 X n sdmratrices in 
\vhich all the entries are 0, 1, and 2, respectively. In particular, 1”’ x”’ will be 
writtell I,,,. 
r+s+t=a+v+S 
KEhfAra. This lemma is most of the special cases of the Existence 
Theorem 1.5 when all the diagonal submatrices D,, D,, . , D,,, are 1 X 1 
matrices. The matrices M(r, s, t; VT, Y, 6) of Lemma 1.7 will be listed in the 
proofs of Lemmas 2.1, 3.1, 4.1, and 5.1. 
1i.e now. present two sublemmas which we will wz in the next fern 
sections. 
!+I%LEhihlA 1.8. Id A hi uny red symmetric (n - 1) X ( n - 1) nudrix, 
crrrcl Ict Ar-, = x,0, for i = 1,2,. . .) n - 1, where { c, } is a basis of (real) 
orllrogo~~f~l f~igf~ncrfYors. Supposc~ A, # 0. Suppose v;c, = 2X’,. Id M, hf> the 
II X II t,rtrtris 
2x,, -h,, c1ntl h,, x.3 ,..., x,, , 
This is elementary. 
Ar, = x,c, for i = 1,2,. . , r utd CIC, = TIC, _for j = 1,2,. . . , t 
7’/wtr 111~ r + t c,iguwalues of M, urf? 
h,+,u,,O,andX,,A,, ,..., X,.f1ntl~~,11.,;,...,P~: 
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.\I ; his 0 po.vitirrJ md 0 negclticr cigcnwluc in ntlditiofl to A,, . , A, md 
PA.. . p,. 
hof. The eigenvectors of 34, associated with the list of eigenvalrles 
gi\.et~ Lvill IX these vectors in fi’@R’: 
The proof for M3 is similar; the two new eigenvalues are the roots of 
x, -(X, + pl)x = 3h,p,. W 
hhf.\RK. The statement of Sul)lemma 1.10 \vas inspired by sonle of the 
ideas in Caill and Marqlles de Sh’s paper [2]. 
(~ROLL.~RY 1.11. Whm A, > 0 cm! p, > 0, 
In ‘24, = In A + Ill c + ( - 1) 0, 1) ) 
In M, = In A + In C + ( - 1, 1,O). 
9 _. hl.ITRICES WITH ONLY ZEROS ON THE MAIN DIAGONrlL 
The plnpose of this section is to establish Lemma 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.1. C&en intcgm T 3 1, v >, 1, clntl 6 > 0 uild 
t=Tl+v+S32, 
Proof: Let r,,, , rn 2 2, denote the )JI X m matrix 
$,, = 
0 1 0 ‘.. 0 
1 0 1 “’ 1 
0 1 
. 
. . 0 
0 i 
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It has zero main diagonal and has no zero row or colu~nn. Evidently iti; 
characteristic polynomial is x”’ - (111 - 1)x”’ ‘, whence 
In r,,, = (1) 1, 111 - 2). 
Starting with IT8 _ 2 as M(O,O, 6 + 2; l,l, S), we may use Corollary 1.9 succes- 
sively 7 + v - 2 times in order to construct the matrices J/1(0,0, t; 7~, v, 6 ). 
For example, when j >, 1 and k >, 2, if we have 
A=,~4(0,0,j-l+k+S;j,k-l,S), 
and I‘, is an eigenvector associated with a positive eigenvalne X1 of rZ such 
that I.:(-, = 2X’,, then the matrix M, supplied by Corollary 1.9 may be used 
as 
M(O,O, j + k + S; j, k, 8). 
111 this i11d11ctive nlanner, Lemma 2.1 is established. n 
:3. REAL SYMMETRIC MATRICES WITH ONLY ONES ON THE MAIN 
DI:\C:ONAL 
The purpose of this section is to present a direct proof of Lemma 3.1. 
Probably, Lemma 3.1 is also a consequence of Professor Cain’s result ([S]). 
IXhlhl.\ :3.1. Given integers n 3 1, T > 1, v >, 0, cd 6 2 0 swh tllnt 
ti = 77 + v + 6, Ihew is u red syrrmLetric nirrtrix M( n,O,O; 7r, u, S) wit12 iwrtia 
( 77. v, 6 ) utul with n ones us the nuin diugond. 
hof. For the (V + 1) X (v + 1) matrix 
i 
1 
1 2 
1 
23,. , , - I,, r , = 1 
2 
the eigenvahles are (2~ + 1, - 1, - 1,. . . , - 1) and therefore In(2J,, , I - 
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I,, , ) = ( 1. Y, 0). We set 
129 
(:3.1) 
Since inertias are summed over direct sums, we may set 
wlielr 77 >, 2. We can set 
31( n,o,o; 77,O,S) = I, ,c3&. , (:3.:3) 
when v = 0 and r >, 1. 
The remaining case is v = 1 and v 3 1, S 3 1. For this case we \vill llse 
S~il~lemma 1.10 with 
A = 2j,, _ , - It, + , and C = J8 
with h, = 2v + 1 > 0 and ~1~ = S > 0. Then, for the matrix Ji, of Sublemma 
1.10, Corollary 1.11 says that 
11~~~~,=(1,~,0)+(1,0,s-1)+( -l,O,l) 
= (1,8,8). 
Therefore we may set 
Lelmna 3.1 is established by (3.11, (3.2), (3.:3), and (3.4). 
1. MATRICES WITH ONLY ONES AND ZEROS ON THE 
MAIN DIAGONAL 
(:3.-l) 
n 
The ptlrpose of this section is to establish Lemma 1.1 using Lemmas 2.1 
atrtl Xl. 
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r+t=T+v+cY, 
Proof .for the case 77 > 2 and Y >, 1 cd f >, 2. We observe, by simply 
adding two matrices provided by Lemmas 2.1 and 3.1, that we may set 
where 7i,, ul, S,, T,], Y:,, and 8, are chosen (nonuniquely) such that: 
The last two lines require that 71 > 2 and v >, 1, and Lemma 2.1 requires that 
t 3 2. 
Prooff& tlic case 7r = 1 = v (and t 2 1). We will show that the desired 
matrix can have this 2 x 2 block form: 
where 1’ x’ is an r x t block consisting only of ones. Clearly the rank of this 
matrix is 2, and hence it has zero as an eigenvalue of order n - 2. But it is 
plainly not semidefinite. Therefore its inertia is (1, 1, n - 2) as desired. 
The case 7~ = 1 and v 2 2 and the case t = 1 are the most difficult. For 
these eases we need Sublemmas 1.8 and 1.10. 
Prmfffiv the case t = 1. Let A be the (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix provided 
by Lemma :3.1: 
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Since this il has a positive eigenvalue, we may assume that h, > 0. Then 
Slll)lelrlnla 1.8 for this matrix A will provide (by Corollary 1.9) a matrix J!, 
of the type 
Prooff& t/u> case 57 = 1, v > 2 cmcl t 3 2. Let 11 and C \)e r X I' aid 
I x t matrices provided by Lemmas 2.1 and 3.1, 
A = ,!I( r ,O,O; 1, v,, 6, ), r=l+v,+8,, 
<:=~~,~(o,O,t:l,v,,,SO), 2 < t = 1 + v,) + S,, and v<, 3 1. 
when v,, S,, v(,, and S,, satisfy the two equations 
v = vl + v,) + 1 and 6 = 6, + a,,. (4.1) 
Sitlce each of A and C has a positive eigenvalue, we may assume that X , and 
p, are these two positive eigenvalues. 
Then, for these matrices A and C, Sublemma 1.10 provides on ( r + I ) x 
( r + I ) matrix JI:,. Furthermore Corollary 1.11 says that 
In M, = In A + In c + ( - 1) 1 ,O) = (1) VI + V(, + 1. 8, + s,, ). 
Th~is. Itsing (4.1). 
Therefore, since the diagonals of A and C are just r ones and t zeros 
respectively, we may set 
M( r,O, t; 1, v,S) = 31,,. 
\Ve have listed the matrices ,V( r,O, t; 7, v, 6) for all the possible cases of 
Lemma 3.1. Therefore, Lemma 4.1 is established. n 
5. hl/\TRICES WITH ONLY ONES, ZEROS, AND MINUS ONES ON 
THE MAIN DIAGONAL 
The purpose of this section is to use Lemmas 2.1, 3.1, and 4.1 in order to 
estal)lish Lemma 5.1. 
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b’e shall llse the following technical conditioll: 
DEFINITION. A (symmetric) matrix 114 = { 111,~) satisfies the speck/ mu 
corditioi~.s if 
(i) .\I has no zero rows, and 
(ii) whenever ru,, = 1 and ruli = - 1, then IPI~~ = 0. 
r+s+t=7r+v+6. 
Proof jbr the curse T > 2, v > 2, cd t > 2. We simply use the many 
possil)le comlkations of matrices provided by Lemmas 2.1 and :3.1. The 
desired matrices will be 
.\I( r,O,O: 7fI,v,, 6,)@[ -M(~s,o;O;v,,~~,S,)]~!~~(O,o,t:~,~v,,~~.,~ 
77, + VI + 6, = r, 7r2+v,+s,=s, and 71,) + V,) + 6.3 = t > 
The other conditions that are required by Lemmas 2.1 and :3.1 are that 
These ineqllalities only require that 
77=‘&>,2 and v= cv,>,2. 
The special zero conditions are trivially satisfied. 
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Proof jb the case VT = 1= v and t > 1. The desired matrix has this 3 x 3 
block form: 
.\I(r,s,t;l,l,n-2)= 
Proof. In each block column, all the columns are identical. Thus, the 
rank is < 3. We note that the columns in the third block column are simply 
the sum of two other columns, one from the middle block column and one 
from the first block column. Thus the rank must be 2. n 
Proof jiw the case 7 = 1 = Y cmd t 2 1, continued. Since t > 1, this 
niatrix is plainly not semidefinite. This together with having rank 2 forces the 
inertia to be (1, 1, n - 2) as desired. Clearly there are no zero rows, and the 
special zero conditions are satisfied. 
l’roof $w t/w rwe 77 = 1, v 3 s + 1, ad t 2 1. Here the desired matrix is 
himply a direct smm of (minus) an s X s identity matrix and a matrix from 
Section 1 for the case 7 = 1 therein: 
v 2 .s + 1 and r+t=l+v-_s+S. 
Prooffor the (we 77 = 1, 1 4 v < s, and t > 1. Here the desired matrix is 
a direct sum of (mimis) an identity matrix and the matrix for the case 
z=l=v: 
.\I(r,.Y,t;l,v,6)=[-1,. ,]~~~~(r,.s-v+l,t;1,1,6) 
v < s and r + s + t = 1 + v + 6 
Sitice each summand satisfies the special zero condition, this matrix also 
satisfies it. 
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bX\RK. The last two cases together are the case for r = 1, u 2 1. and 
f b 1. The negatives of these matrices [as noted in (l.l)] give the case fol 
1’ = 1 . T 2 1. ant1 t 3 1. The case for r >, 2, v > 2, and t > 2 has already been 
presented. 
Thr~s all the cases for t 3 2 have been presented. All that remains is the 
c’a\e for t = 1, 7i >, 2, and v >, 2. 
f?Wj’fiW [ho (‘(ISC t = 1, 7T > 2, (ItId v > 2. The matrices for this case are 
silnply direct s11ms of matrices provided by Lemma :3.1 and the ease t = 1 of 
Leirima 1.1: namely, we set 
u,hell )‘ ->- I. s 2 1, 7~ 2 2, and v > 2; when T,, vI, a,, To, vl, and 6, are 
cilosell (nonuniq~lely) so that r, > 1, v, > 1, and v9 b 1: and when 
x’= TI + VT?, v=v,+v,, and 6 = 8, + 6,; 
since the + I‘s and the - I’s on the main diagonal are in different blocks, the 
special zero condition is preserved. Having listed all possible cases, we have 
eatul~lished Lemma 5.1. 
6. AN EXTENSION OF 
n 
LEMM:I 1.7 
The pllrpose of this section is to establish a simple extension of Lemma 
1.7, namely Corollary 6.1. 
Proof of I,rwmcl 1.7. All the matrices needed for Lemma 1.7 either have 
been listed in the proofs of Lemmas 2.1, 3.1, 4.1, and 5.1 or may be obtained 
front those listed by using Equation (1.1). This establishes Lemma 1.7. n 
The next result is simply a direct sum of the many matrices provided by 
Let~~ma~ 2.1, :3.1, 4.1, and 5.1. 
COHO~.LARY 6.1. Given nonnegntive integers p, y, r (p f q + r > 0) rind 
givc,lr pfsiticf~ intrgcrs 
“1 1 , 1)1g, . . . > lJ$, i ‘, , , und II = ‘I ‘2’ In,. 
/=I 
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slqJ),o.vc~ ut,, ,, ,? HI,, + ,, 2’. .) m,, ,, _ , 3 2. Set: 
(i) 1‘, = I!,( =(I,1 . ...) l)ER”‘l, j=1,a . . . . . p: 
(ii) fc( = 1 I,,,, =( - I, ~ l,..., - 1) t R”‘!, j = f, + l,..., p + rl: 
,’ ‘, I 
s= $ s, 
,=I 
Proof: For j = 1,2,. , p, the S, will 1Je provided 1Jy Lemma :3.1 and 
tlMxefolY 
s, = .\I( 111 i’ 0,o: 7il, v, ) 6, ) and Ill s, > ( l.O,O). (6.2) 
For j = FJ + 1,. , p + (1, the S, will also be provided 1)~ Letllma :3.1: they are 
S/ = - M( It1 i ,o, 0: VI, 7il) 6, ) ad In s, 3 (0, l,(j). (f5.:3) 
For i = p + q + I,. , p + q + r, the S, will be provided by Lemmas 2.1. 4.1, 
atd .5.1: let r,, sI, and t, be the numl)ers of ones, minm ones, and zeros in 
r(,: theta 
sj = M( rj, s r,tj;~j,v,,Sj) and InSj~(l,l,O). (6.4) 
Since S = @S,, the inequalities for the inertia, (6.2), (6.:3), and (6.3), 
illlply that 
,’ ‘, , 
c IllSi> i (1’0,O)f t (0,1,0)-t IJ *t- ’ (l,l,O) 
1-I j=l j-pi1 ,=,,-',iI 
=(p+r,q+r,O). 
Therefore 
This illequality is the reason for (6.1). 
\Ve need only choose the oh’s, vi’s, and 6,‘s; then the S,‘s will be 
specified 1)~ Lemmas 2.1, 3.1, 4.1, and 5.1. But the ri’s, v,‘s, and 6,‘s may be 
chosen almost freely: they must satisfy only these few conditions: 
vi + VI + 6, = lnj, j=1,2 ,..., p+y+r, 
&T~=,, xv,=“, and ES,=& 
7i) 2 1 when j = 1,2,..., p and p+q+l,...,p+q+r, 
v, 3 1 when j=p+l,p+2 ,..., p+y+r. 
There is no proMem choosing the 7’s, v,‘s, and 6,‘s since V, v, and 6 must 
satisfy the conditions 
77+v+S=n=Cin,, nap+r, and v>,q+r. 
III this way the S,‘s and hence S are constructed, and hence Corollary 6.1 is 
estal~lished. W 
- .\ CO~IBINATORIAL RESULT , 
The prupose of this section is to establish Theorem 7.1, a combinatorial 
real&. This result is the key to my proof of the existence and extension 
theorenis. (Theorem 7.1 will provide the permutation stated by the hypothe- 
he4 of Lemma 8.4.) 
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THEOREM 7.1. Suppose we have m decks of cards (decks 1,2,. . , m). 
The cards are only aces, kings, and blanks. Each deck has its own numbers 
of these three types of cards. 
Let r be the maximum number of blank cards in any single deck. 
Let p + r be the maximum number of aces and blank cards in any single 
deck. 
Let q + r be the maximum number of kings and blank cards in any single 
deck. 
Suppose that the tot& number of cards in all the decks together is 
>p+q+2r. 
Suppose we have p red boxes, q white boxes, and r blue boxes. Then it is 
possible to deal all the cards from all the decks into these p + q + r boxes in 
such a way that: 
(w) _fiom cac~h deck is dealt only: 
(i) (111 a~ or D (no card) to each rc4 box, 
(ii) (1 kitig or 0 to each white box, 
(iii) a blank card or an ace-king pair or an act or a king or 0 to each blue 
box; 
(c) ~wcI~ Mcc box receives ut least two cards including a blank card. 
Proof. We shall present a method for dealing out all the cards. Without 
loss of generality, suppose that deck 1 has r blank cards (the maximum 
nlunber of blank cards). 
We start by dealing from deck 1 a single blank card to each blue box. 
Now we deal from deck 2 to the blue boxes, according to condition (a) 
(iii). We deal all the blank cards, then as many ace-king pairs as possible, and 
afterwards (if needed) the aces or kings (whichever remaiu) until each IAle 
1)0x has received a single card or an ace-king pair, or until deck 2 is empty. 
We now deal from each of the no - 2 other decks into the blue boxes in 
the same manner as for deck 2. 
OHSERVATION 7.2. lf there is a blue hox with only one card, then all of 
t1~k.p 2, :3,. . , m have heen completely dealt into ((I proper subset of) the 
blllf~ boxr3. 
LEMhM 7.3. Let VT,, v,, and Sj, i = 2,3,. . , m, lw the numbers of aces, 
kirlgs, a~lrl blank cards in deck i ut the heginning. After deding to the lhc 
I’roc!f.. The definitions of p, q, and r in Thcoren~ 7.1 imply that 
These itteqlalities establish the (right-hand-side) inequalities it1 Leltlrm 7.X 
Since the IAank cards were dealt first and since 6, < r, all the I)latrk cwds 
ha\~ IMXII dealt out. When q + S, < r, then all the aces and IAmk cards have 
I)eelr dealt to the blue boxes, and hence no aces remain in deck i. ~IICII 
$;, t 6, 2 I’. exactly r aces ad Ihlk cwds have heen dealt. Therefore, exactly 
T, + ~5) - r aces remain in deck i, ah stated in Lenrma 7~3. 
TIHK Lemma 7.2 is established. n 
Proof i!f‘ 7’hwwt~ 7.1, cwntinzwtl. Let A and K he two (special) IMural 
IIIII~I~W~S \~IcI~ that, for decks A and K, 
77, + a,, = p + r and vh + 6, = q + r. 
l’1le11 lemma 7.3 implies that, after dealing to the Mue boxes; 
deck A has exactly p aces (and mayl)e some kings). and 
deck K has exactly q kings. 
Therefore, we can deal, from decks rl and K, an ace to each of the J) red 
l~xes a~rcl a king to each of the q white 1)oxes. Thus culclition (I)) is satisfied. 
Lem~na 7.3 says that there remain, in each deck, ,< p aces and < q 
killgs. Therefore, for each deck, we may deal of its aces and kings into the red 
ai~l white I~oxes, respectively, at most one card to a box. 
:\I1 that remains is condition (c). We observe that each IAue box receives 
at least one card from each of decks 1, A, and K. 
When decks 1, A, and K are three or even two distinct decks, then each 
1h1c 1~0s has already received at least two cards and condition (c) is satisfied. 
Let IIS consider the remaining case where decks 1, A, and K are one and 
the same deck. If there is a blue 1)0x with only one card, Ol)sewation 7.2 
irrlplies that only the p aces and q kings from deck 1 = deck 11 were dealt 
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into the red and white boxes. By hypothesis, there are at least 11 + q +2r 
cards. Therefore, there are 3 2r other cards, in the 1ih1e boxes. uhich 
“aho111d” l)e enoiigh to get two cards into each blue box. We may remove 
~nre of the “extra” cards from some of the blue boxes, being careful to leave 
rintlist~ul~ed the blank card received from deck 1 and any second card in each 
1)0x. Therefore, none of these extra cards started in deck 1. We may then 
tlistril>iite a single extra card to each blue box which has only the blank card 
(it received it from deck 1). In this manner the > 2r cards in the bhie boxes 
niay lie rearranged to satisfy condition (c) without undoing condition (a), part 
(iii). 
Having distributed all the cards and having satisfied conditions (a). (1)). 
alit1 (c), Theorem 7.1 is established. H 
8. PROOF OF THE EXISTENCE THEOREE\I 
T11e pinpose of this section is to establish the Existence Theorem 15 The 
main tools will be Corollary 6.1, the combinatorial result (Theorem 7. l), and 
ii techirical result, namely, Lemma 8.4. 
\Ve shall prepare for the proof of Lemma 8.4 by first stating a technical 
coiidition and some sublemmas. 
DEFINITION. A matrix H satisfies the spccicll rntrtris contlitiotrs if 
(i) there is no zero column in I?, and 
(ii) each row of B contains at most one nonzero element. 
SUBLEMMA 8.1. lf B satisfies the special matrix conditions, thm Ker A 
= 0. 
Proof. Condition (ii) implies that no column of B is contained in the 
span of the other columns. This, together with condition (i), implies that the 
columns of B form a linearly independent set. Therefore Ker R = 0, and 
Sublemma 8.1 is established. 
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SUBLEMMA 8.3. Let us consider real matrices with the block forms 
where B has 6 columns. Suppose that Ker F = 0 and Ker B = 0. Then 
KerNnKerB,=O. 
This is easy. 
S,E { -l,O,l}“‘, i=l!, ,d )..., 111. 
x=(x,, x, ,..., X,,,). (X.1) 
tc~/~ic~h satisfy the hypothesis of Corollary 6.1. Suppose P, cwnsitlrwtl as a 
fir,wtion front t/w ordered set X = {XII, x2?, . . , x,,,, } jpartitioncd as in (8.1)) 
ittto 1/w ordfwtl .wt Y = { y,,, y22,. . , y,,,,} ~pnrtitiowtl as in (8.2)), i.9 such 
tlwt : 
(i) front cwch X, to any cI, P sends only { 1) or 0 ; 
(ii) jh~~ c!c~rA Xi to any WI, P scntls only { - I} or 0; 
0)’ A’.’ 
III) front each X, to any Iii, P sends only {O}, { 1, - l}, {l}, { - l}, 
l,c,t S Iw tlw rwl symmetric matrix supplied by Corollary 6.1. IA S,, = PSP ‘. 
7‘1~~~ this I,wtrix S,, has the block fi)rnl S,, = ( iV,, }, rr~hc~ 
(a) each Nij is an mi x mj matrix, 
(b) each TV,, is a diagonal matrix and its main diagonal is the given 
vector Xi. 
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ALSO 
(c) In S, = In S; 
(d) when we consider R” as a direct sum, R” = $ R”), then 
(KerS,)n(OX R”l x0) = 0, i=1,2 m a...> 
KEMARK. Given such X and Y, the existence of such P is guaranteed by 
Theorem 7.1. The interpretation is as follows: ace, king, blank correspond to 
1. - 1,O respectively; deck i to vector X,; red, white, blue boxes to ui’s, w,‘s, 
fd, ‘s respectively. 
Proof. Assume the hypothesis of this lemma. Since Y = PX is the 
diagonal vector of S and since P is a permutation matrix, it is easily checked 
that the diagonal of S, = PSP- I is precisely X. Therefore the diagonal of A’, , 
will Be the ith part of X, namely X,. 
We will now explain why each A:, is a diagonal matrix. Let S = { yjL } 
and S,, = { s jk }. Let us consider two diagonal elements xl i and x~~ in -V,, 
(j # k). Suppose that the permutation matrix moves the jth and kth 
coordinates to the j’th and k’th coordinates. So xii and x~,! become Y,,~, 
and Y~,~, on the diagonal, Y, of S. In general, yjjj, and yArk, may be in 
different vectors (of the t’,‘s, u;,‘s, and u,‘s), and therefore they will be in 
tlif$vvnt S,‘s. Since S = @S,, this implies that yil,_, = 0. Of course xjn- = yjfr,, 
am1 hence srI = 0 as desired. 
It remains to consider the case that yjcj, and ybslZ are in the same block. 
The restrictions placed on the permutation P permit this only when xII = 1 
and XL,: = - 1 (or vice versa). But then yjrjP = 1 and ykrr, = - 1 also. Each S, 
satisfies the special zero conditions, and hence for this situation ylrk, = 0. 
Again x’,~ = Y~,~, and hence xjA = 0. Having shown that off-diagonal terms 
(of the A’,, ) are zero, we conclude that each hrij is a diagonal matrix. Thus (11) 
is verified. 
Since P is a permutation matrix and S has no zero rows, S, will also have 
no zero rows and In S, = In S. Thus (c) is verified. 
In order to verify (d) we need a sublemma: 
SUBLEMMA 8.5. Let 6, he the number of zeros in Xi. Suppose X, = 
(0, 0, . . . ) 0, 1,. . , 1, - 1,. . . - 1) starts with its S, zeros. Consider S, as a 2 X 2 
Mock matrix 
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I’rooj: We have already shown that S,, has no zero rows and therefore 
(l)y symmetry) it has no zero columns. Therefore H has no zero columns and 
part (i) of the definition is established. 
(:ivcxn t\ro different zeros of A’,. the permutation P has sent them to t\z-o 
cliffereiit vectors. say fii and II~, j # k. 
.\I) elenlent sII in H (and hence in S,, ) is nonzero if and only if the 
correspondiilg element Y,,~, ( = .rlJ is nonzero in S. Since S = @S, is a 
direct SIIIII, iill element yi,AJ can be nonzero only if coordinate indices j’ d 
k’ 1)oth Idoug to the same vector (a I‘, IC, or II ) associated with one of the 
lhxka (for example S, ). 
Let IIS fix k (and its k’) and choose two indices jl < j2 < S ,. .&cording to 
hypothesis (iii) of the lemma, the permutation P sent the j,th zero and the 
j,th zero to two different vectors, say IL.+ and u**. Therefore j; and ji (the 
corresponclilrg indices after permutation P) cannot both be in the same 
vector as k’. Therefore, either y,;+ = 0 or yliA, = 0. Therefore either s ,, k = 0 
01’ .I. ,:I: = 0. That is, there do not exist two nonzero elements in the kth row of 
13. Part (ii) of the definition is established. n 
l'roof‘oj‘p~~rt id) jbr the first block S, ,. The matrix S,, may be written in 
a 2 X 2 1)lock form 
\k here .Y, , is the 11, x n, diagonal matrix with diagonal S,. [H, is an 
( II - II, ) x II, srlbmatrix.] Therefore, 
(KerS,)n(R”~xO)=(KerN,,)nKerR,. (8.3) 
We may partition B, as B,=(R, B,), where B is an (n - n,)X 6, 
submatrix. Thus this B is also the B of Sublemma 8.5, and hence it satisfies 
the special matrix conditions. Therefore, Sublemma 8.1 implies that Ker B = 0. 
Therefore B, and N,, have the form of the matrices B, and N of 
Sublemma 8.3. Therefore 
Ker N,, n Ker B, = 0. 
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This together with Equation (8.3) implies that 
Ker S,, n ( R ” 1 x 0 ) = (1. 
This estaldishes part (d) for the first block. Of course, there is nothing 
5pec.A al)ollt the first block. Therefore part (d) is estal~lished. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 8.1. n 
I'rooj‘ of tl2r Existrnw l'lzfwmt 1.5. Let S,. S,, . . . . St,, be the main 
diagonals of the diagonal matrices L),, D,, . . , U,,, given in the Existence 
Theorcnl. The hypotheses of the Existence Theorem imply that 
I2 3 77 + v 3 77, + 6, + l’, + 6,, i-j=1 9 .-,..., 
aid hence 
I7 > 1nax ( 77, + s, ) + IIMX (v, + 6, ). 
, I 
Let I‘ = max I S,, p + r = max,( 57, + 6, ), cl + r = max,( v, + 6, ), so that 
n2(p+r)+(q+r)=p+q+2r. 
Therefore, for the catenation S = ( S ,, S,, , S!,, ), the permutation P needed 
for Lemma 8.4 will he produced by Theorem 7.1. (See the Kemark above.) 
Then the nlatrix S,, provided by Lemma 8.4 is the desired matrix ,\I of the 
Existence Theorem 1.3. 
'I'IIIIS the Existence Theorem is estal~lished. W 
9. PKOOF OF THE “IF” PART OF COKOLLAKY 1.2 
Assume the hypotheses of Corollary 1.2. In particular, we are given 111 
llermitian matrices {H,,}, and we choose any integers T:, v and 6 which 
satisfy the inequalities stated. 
‘I’he spectral theorem for Hermitian matrices says that there is a unitary 
matrix C: such that the matrix E, defined by E, = r)*If,,rr, is a real diagonal 
matrix ant1 the main diagonal of E, is just the eigenvalues of Ii,, (with the 
zeros listed first) for i = 1,2,. , III. Hence In H,, = In E,. Let 
(0,o )..., O,X,+,,,~,_,,,...,~,,,) 
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I)c the nrain diagonal of E,. Let 
For e,~ch i, let 11,’ I)e the invertible, diagonal matrix with real main diagonal 
( 11,. II,. . . , /I,,, ). Set 
D, = D,T,D,‘, i = 1,2 )...) ))I. 
Ther, each I), is a real diagonal matrix: its nlain diagonal is iti { - 1.0, 1) “f, 
aId III 11, = In E,, i = 1,2,. , ))I. 
\\‘e wt 
\\‘c ol)\erve that 
!I, 
I: = (D’) ‘D(P) ’ and $ I-I!, = I’Ec;*. (9.1) 
,=I 
The illeqllalities for 7, v, and S are the same in Corollary 1.2 and in the 
E:sistellce Theorem. Therefore, for the 71, v, S chosen here and for the vectors 
S, = nlaill diag D,. there is a matrix S,, with InSi, = (T, v, 6). 
\\.e set 
s, = (D’) ‘S,,( 1)‘) ’ and H = c’s,I’* 
\\‘c \cill \how that this matrix II satisfies all the conclusions of Corollary 1.2. 
We note that (by Sylvester’s theorem) 
InH=InS,=InS,=(r,D,6) 
and that the matrix S, is obtained from Lemma 8.4. Because of (9.1), it is 
easily checked, by block multiplication, that this H is an extension of 
H,,,...,H,,,,,,. 
All that remains is to check that 0 = Ker HI(C”c X0). Without loss of 
generality, take Z’ = I. We will use the following easily verified fact. 
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KerE nKerA, = 0. 
Then 
01~ aim is to apply this to the H at hand. In order to concentrate 
attention on the subspace C”], we write the matrices S,,, S,:, and H ill 
2 x 2 IJock form 
0111 
the 
M7e now focus on the left block columns of S, and S,,. We know that 
‘0 0 
1 I 
‘S,,‘ o jj 
B, = B B1’ 
1 , 
that H satisfies the special matrix conditions and fi, is an invertible diagonal 
matrix, and that E, = LJ;LN~,D;. Hence, the submatrix has the block 
form 
(9.2) 
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is As0 a11 invertilile (diagonal) matrix, and hence 
Ker& = 0. (9..3) 
.\lso. since S, = D’S1,D’, we see that 
Therefore A [of (A, A,) = Aa] is obtained from B [of (B, H,) = H,] by 
multiplication by two invertible diagonal matrices. Since H satisfies the 
special matrix conditions, Observation 8.2 implies that A also satisfies them. 
Then Sublemma 8.1 implies that KerA = 0. 
We have shown both that KerA = 0 and, in (9.3) that Ker I;, = 0. 
Therefore Sublemma 8.3 and (9.2) imply that Ker E, n Ker A, = 0. This 
together with Lemma 9.1 implies that Ker H I( C”I X 0) = 0. 
The proof of Corollary 1.2 is complete. n 
10. TIIE EXTENSION THEOREM 
111 this se&oil, we shall iise Corollary 1.2 in order to estalAsh the 
E:xtctrsion Theorem (and Corollary 1.1). 
\\‘e shall prove the case for just two blocks fl,, and ff,,, lxcai~se this 
sitiiplifies the notation, without omitting anything important. 
Pwc!f‘ of t/w ” “if put of tlw ~htcn,~ioi~ 7‘1UY)UV11 .3 Whl I)1 = 2. 
:\ss1ulle the hypotheses of this theorem. We are given !I,, and II,, with 
tlotiiaiir C”I and C”z. We are given s&spaces \‘, C Kerfi,, and i?, C Ker J12,. 
‘i’hcrefore w’e may write 
as orthogonal direct sums. With respect to these direct sums. the Ilermitian 
operators may lie written as 
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(ailice eigenspaces are orthogonal). 
We set S,’ = 6, - d, for both i = 1 and 2, and we set S’= S ~ Xrl,. \Ve 
check that 
:\lso we check 
77 2 niax(77, + S, - cl,) = max( 77, + S,‘), 
v >, max( v, + S, - d, ) = max( v, + S, ), 
Therefore. Corollary 1.2 may be used to provide a Hermitian extension 
of I1 ;, and E-i.&, with In H’ = (71, v, S’), and H’ has the block form 
KerH’n(V,‘xO)=O=KerH’f’1(0xV,~) (10.1) 
Let if : V,@ VI1 cBV?’ @Vz be the Hermitian matrix defined by this block 
form: 
‘0 0 0 0 
0 i Ii’ () 
0 0 
, 0 0 0 0 
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Also, we see using (10.1) that 
(Kerfi)n(C”1~O)=V,$[KerH’n(V,~ XO)] =V,xO, 
(KerH)n(OXC”‘)= [KerH’n(OxV,‘)]$V,=OxV,. 
Let U, and U, be unitary 
coordinate systems of C”I and 
systems. Then 
change-of-basis matrices from the standard 
C”% to the Vi@V,’ and Va,’ @V, coordinate 
The matrix li = C7 *fiCr satisfies the conclusions of this theorem. 
Corollary 1.1 is simply the special case of the Extension Theorem I.:3 
when all the V, are zero. 
11. A CONNECTION WITH CAIN’S AND 
MARQUES DE SAX RESULTS 
In this section, we present an alternate proof of condition (III), parts (:3) 
and (4) of Theorem 11.4. Our proof is based on our earlier work, namely 
Lemma 1.4. 
COROLLARY 11.1. Let H he u Helrnitiun extension of {H,, }. Let I C 
{ I,&. . , 111 } Iw cm indexing set with k elements. l’hen 
kv+S>, c (v,+S,) cd krr + S >, c ( TI=, + 6, ). (11.1) 
rtl rtl 
Proof. Lemma 1.4 (applied to the k H,,, i E I ) implies that 
kv= c v3> ,~, / c (v,+S,-cl,)= c (v,+S,)- c (1, 
rs/ Iti rtl 
Next we use the condition 6 > C:,!=, tl, > C, =I d, from the “only if” part of 
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the E:xteltsion Theorem 1.3. Therefore, 
kv> 1 (v,+s,)-8. 
itl 
The itreqlmlity for kn + 6 is estal)lished in the sane manner. n 
KkX\RK. Poincarii’s ineqmlities and Cauchy’a interlacing theorem ouly 
itliply that 
kv + kS >, c ( ul + S,) and k7i + kS >, 1 (7i;t 8,). 
rtl IEl 
Therefore, Corollary 11.1 is an improvement. 
The next lemma and remark state that the inequalities of Corollary 11.1 
and the itieqiialities of condition (III), parts (:3) and (1), are eqliivalent. 
(r-7, = 77, + Y, + s,. i = 1,2,. .., 1)1 } 
Proof. Given (a), make the sul)stitutions 6 = n - 7~ - Y and V, + 6, = II, 
- 71,. This yields 
n-m+(k-l)v> En- CT,. 
Iti IEl 
[Ve Irote that n = 1:‘: L n, = C, E, n, + E, E, II,. Therefore, 
Thl~s (I)) is estaMished. ~11 our steps are reversible. Therefore (I)) a (a). 
Thlls Lemma 11.2 is established. n 
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REYU.WI< 11.3. In the same manlier the equivalence of 
(a) kn + S >, E,, E ,( T, + 6,) and 
(I)) v-(k-l)57~C,~,~,+~,~,n, 
nray I)e established. 
\\.e now state the main result of Professor Cain’s paper ([3]). 
(live11 real numbers r,, . , x,,, and y,, . . , y ,,,, for k = 1,. . . , 111 set 
I,,( ,r,..r,,y*)=min{ xr,+ c y,:lc {l,..., ,,1)and#(I)=k)z. 
r$zl it/ 
IIere X( 1 ) is the number of elements in I. 
THEOREM 11.4 (Bryan Cain [3]). Let m, n l,. . , n,,, he positive integers, 
nnd set n = n, + . . . + n,,,. The following are equivalent: 
(I) Given n, x n, Hermitian matrices Hi with In Hi = ( 7ri, v,, 6,) for i = 
1 , . . . , m, there exists an n X n Hermitian matrix H = (X, j)l, j= i,, 1 ,,, 
where the X,, are n, X ni blocks satisfying X,, = H, and In H = (a, v, 
n-77-V). 
(II) There exists an n X n Hermitian matrix H = (X, j),. j_ l._ ,), where the 
X,, are n, x n, blocks satisfying InXi, =(v,, ~,,a~) and InIi= (7, V, 
t1 - 77 - v). 
(III) For i = 1,. , m the numbers ri, vi, 6, are nonnegative integers satisfy- 
ing T, + Y, + 6, = n, and 7~, v are nonnegative integers which satisfy 
(1) 71-t u < n, 
(2) max{ 7Ti,. . . , rr,,} ,< 77, max{ vi,. .., V,,,) < v, 
(3) r-(k-l)v<Lk(m,n,,n.)for k=l,...,m, 
(4) v - (k - 1)a < L,(m, n*, v*) for k = l,..., rn. 
Finally we note that conditions (b) of Lemma 11.2 and Remark 11.3 are 
equivalent to condition (III), parts (3) and (4), of Theorem 11.4. Therefore 
Corollary 11.1, Lemma 11.2, and Remark 11.3 provide an alternate proof that 
condition (III), parts (3) and (4), of Theorem 11.4 follow from the other 
conditions. For the case m = 2 and I = { 1,2}, these inequalities were first 
stated as condition III, parts 4 and 5, of the Theorem of Cain and Marques 
de S’s paper [2]. 
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Xote Added in Proof! If the matrices ( H,, } and hence also H of the 
Extension Theorem 1.3 are merely diagonalizable matrices with real eigenval- 
ues, instead of IIermitian matrices, then the “if” part of Extension Theorem 
1.3 remains valid. 
The author is gruteful to the editor, Chnnder Dabs for removing muny 
superfluities in the proofs und for suggesting the use of the matrix M, of 
suhlmllllu~ 1.10. 
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